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→ fonctionnelles 



Article 13(5) lays down provisions for addition of claims 
(other than those referring to the reduction of disease risk 
and to children’s development and health), which are based 
on newly developed scientific evidence or include a request 
for the protection of proprietary data, to the Community list of 
permitted claims referred to in Art 13(3) 
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Allégations santé: avis positifs de
 l’EFSA 



Profils nutritionnels: projet de 2009 





PREMIERS RESULTATS 

Art 14 
 43 avis publiés 
    8 positifs 
  35 négatifs 

Art 13(5) 
    6 avis publiés 
    6 négatifs 



GRILLE DE LECTURE 
LECTURE D’UN AVIS 



1.  Informations provided by the applicant 

  1.1. Food/constituent as stated by the applicant 

  1.2. Health relationship as claimed by the 
 applicant 

  1.3. Wording of the health claim as proposed by 
 the applicant 

  1.4. Specific conditions of use as proposed by 
 the applicant 



2. Assessment 

  2.1. Characterisation of the food/constituent 

  2.2. Relevance of the claimed effect to human 
 health 

  2.3. Scientific substanciation of the claimed effect 

  2.4. Panel’s comments on proposed wording 

  2.5. Conditions of restriction of use 



2. Assessment 

  2.1. Characterisation of the food/constituent 

  2.2. Relevance of the claimed effect to human 
 health 

  2.3. Scientific substanciation of the claimed effect 

  2.4. Panel’s comments on proposed wording 

  2.5. Conditions of restriction of use 



Ex 1a. A freeze-dried bacterial powder is stated to contain  6 
Lactobacillus plantarum,  
Bifidobacterium longum,  
total number of bacteria in a dose is claimed to be 1010 
colony forming units (CFUs) 

- phenotypic tests alone are not sufficient for a proper 
identification  
- DNA-based identification was not considered sufficient for 
the following reasons: 16S-23S rRNA intergene spacer 
regions sequencing is currently not reliable enough because 
too few Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus strains have been 
sequenced for this region... 
-  species-specific PCR is reported only in a vague way in a 
non-published report  
-  the constituents of the food supplement for which the health 
claim is made have not been sufficiently characterised 



2. Assessment 

  2.1. Characterisation of the food/constituent 

  2.2. Relevance of the claimed effect to human 
 health 

  2.3. Scientific substanciation of the claimed effect 

  2.4. Panel’s comments on proposed wording 

  2.5. Conditions of restriction of use 



Ex 1b. The applicant proposes the following wording of the 
health claim:  
“recommended 
in order to improve the general immunity 
by maintaining gut microbiological balance” 

The claimed effect of improving general immunity and the 
proposed biological mechanism of maintaining the 
microbiological balance have not been sufficiently defined by 
the applicant 
therefore the effect and its impact on health cannot be 
evaluated adequately.  



2. Assessment 

  2.1. Characterisation of the food/constituent 

  2.2. Relevance of the claimed effect to human 
 health 

  2.3. Scientific substanciation of the claimed effect 

  2.4. Panel’s comments on proposed wording 

  2.5. Conditions of restriction of use 



Ex 1c. There is only one unpublished in vitro study 
where the effect of these bacterial strains on blood 
leukocytes (including cytokine production) was 
studied   

However, in vitro studies are not sufficient to predict in 
vivo efficacy in humans (FAO/WHO, 2001) 

The Panel concludes that a cause and effect 
relationship has not been established between the 
consumption of the product and the claimed effect 



Ex 2. 27 relevant publications (including 9 reviews) 
out of the 58 identified 
selected 16 intervention studies and 2 observational 
studies considered pertinent to the claim 

The Panel concludes that the evidence provided is 
insufficient to establish a cause and effect relationship 
between the consumption of the “product” and the 
claimed effect 

 1 used the « product » (unpublished, no 
 statistical analysis ; 6-12 months infants) 
 15 studies on 0-6 months infants 
  but target population 6-12 months 
 1 study on 6-12 months infants, but not with 
 the « product » (primary end point not 
 different) 



2. Assessment 

  2.1. Characterisation of the food/constituent 

  2.2. Relevance of the claimed effect to human 
 health 

  2.3. Scientific substanciation of the claimed effect 

  2.4. Panel’s comments on proposed wording 

  2.5. Conditions of restriction of use 



Ex 3a. “By actively lowering/reducing LDL-cholesterol 
(by up to 14% within 2 weeks, by blocking cholesterol 
absorption), plant stanol esters reduce the risk of 
(coronary) heart disease” 

Taking into account the scientific evidence presented, 
the Panel considers that the following wording reflects 
the scientific evidence:  
““Plant stanol esters” have been shown to lower/reduce 
blood cholesterol. 
Blood cholesterol lowering may reduce the risk of 
(coronary) heart disease”.  



2. Assessment 

  2.1. Characterisation of the food/constituent 

  2.2. Relevance of the claimed effect to human 
 health 

  2.3. Scientific substanciation of the claimed effect 

  2.4. Panel’s comments on proposed wording 

  2.5. Conditions of restriction of use 



The scientific justification of the claim is related to a daily 
intake of plant stanol esters equivalent to 2 g of plant stanols 
added to fat-based foods and low-fat foods such as yoghurt. 
Other food forms should be evaluated for their cholesterol-
lowering effect.  
The product may not be nutritionally appropriate for pregnant 
and breastfeeding women and children under the age of five 
years.  
The Panel recommends that the products to which plant 
stanol esters are added should be consumed only by people 
who want to lower their blood cholesterol. 
Patients on cholesterol lowering medication should only 
consume products with added plant stanol esters under 
medical supervision. 

Ex 3b. Daily consumption of two grams of plant stanols, 
provided as plant stanol esters, preferably with meals... 
Food products with added plant stanol esters labelled with 
the proposed health claim would comply with mandatory 
labelling requirements of the Commission Regulation 














